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The purpose of thi·s research was to further the investigation into 
GERT output distributions. From~the famlly of GERT networks containing 
only Exclusiv·e-Or nodes, a generally applicable network form was chosen 
.. 
for simulation. A generalized computer program was written to simulate 
any specific network of this form. 
Various networks consistent with the chosen network form were 
r, 
simulated. These ranged from relatively simple networks vi th constant 
times associated with the branches to complex ones with varying distribu-
tions and distribution parameters representing the branches. 
d 
The results of the simulations showed that the output distribution 
could always be represented by an Exponential distribution which had 
been transposed a certain distance in the positive direction. This 
""'· 
distance as well as the parameter of the Exponential distribution could 
be determined with a certain degree of confidence from the first two 
moments 0£ the output distribution. 
Since the shape and placement of the.distribution can be determined 
from the GERT analytical r~sults, confidence limits can now be placed on 
the GERT results with relative ease, and without the need for sophisticated 











In recent years the systems and processes with which the industrial 
engineer has had to deal have become increasingly larger and more 
complex. The functions of planning and control of large non-repetitive 
projects have become more crucial and difficult. The Industrial Engineer 
has realized that his old tools such as GANTT Charts, which are merely 
/ the arrangement of constant size blocks, are not-applicable here and has 
been searching for new methods to use in this work. The ideal new 
techniques would have provisions for dealing with probabilistic inputs 
and also some formal expression of the analytical results. 
One of the areas in which some significant work has been done recently. 
is in the application-of flowgraph and network techniques to the analysis 
of complicated scheduling situations. The reasons for research in this 
area is discussed by Pritsker and Happ (10,p.267) in a recent article: 
Networks and network analysis are playing an increasingly 
important role in the description and improvement of operational 
·systems· primarily because of the ease with which systems can be 
modeled in network form. · 
_The most well known of these newly-developed graphical techniques is PERT: 
,, 
Program Evaluation and Review. Technique. PERT was developed by the Navy 
\ 
to aid in the scheduling, planning and control of the development of the 
vastly complex Polaris Weapons System. The major advantages of PERT over 
GANTT charts are as follows (7,p.7): 
1. PERT indicates all interrelationships among events. 
2. The project is viewed as an i~tegrated w ole instead 
of a number of taskso · ., · 
.3. PERT provides an individual time val :e ·ror each leg 
of the net't-1orko 
4. PERT allows the use of probability th~ y for estima-
tion of co letion dates when there is certai.,ity. · 
. .  
' 
. ,·~, ---~- ....• ,·•.--,. ~·· .... ,,.•:,,"',,-, -. • ,, , .. ,__ ..... ,.-,.-,:.•• ... _ - '•!· ·:i ,,,J!'..• __ ,,. .. ,.;"· .;_•_~,.,~,:,,,_1.·.,·i·,,,.,.-:::. 
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3. 
A second well known graphic method is CPM/. Critical-Path-Method. 
PERT and CPM differ fundamentally only in that CPM brings into the 
planning and control process the concept of cost (7,p.120). With the 
acceptance of PERT and CPM the research has turned to more generalized 
forms of network analysis. L 
One such technique has been developed by Pritsker, Happ and 
Whitehouse '(9, 10,11,15). This new graphical technique is called GERT:. 
Graphical Evaluation and Review Technique. GERT is ~ procedure which 
p 
combines the disciplines of flowgraph theory, moment generating functions 
and PERT to obtain solutions to stochastic problems. 
GERT allows random variables to be placed on the branches of the 
networks and also allows the use of logical nodes. The logical nodes are 
chosen as de~ined by Pritsker and Happ (10,p.268) in Table I. It is 
easily seen that a network made up of only Deterministic-And nodes will 
be the same as a PERT network. 
The great benefit of the GERT technique is its generality. With GERT 




. problems to large complex probabilistic ones containing multiple input and 1 
output nodes and feedback loops. Tpe one feature of GERT which has been 
most significant in making GERT applicable in situations which other network 
techniques such as PERT and CPM cannot handle without oversimplifying 
assumptions is the allowance of feedback loops in the networks. With this 
feature GERT can ~e used to analyze processes where there is a chance of 
returning to some previously passed point in the process. Examples of 
_/ 
situations in which feedback loops might be used are: testing and repair; 
queueing problems; and inventory syst~ms. 
·• 
"' t• 
. I .1-· 
I\ . 
• I , 
, 
:·.· :. 
I ' I 
4. Table l 
Hode Oharaoter1st1os and Symbols 
.,_ __ 
Input Exolusivec:oOr Inclusive-Or And Output 
0 .... lalS.a.~'?CI • oo UWWWWI.Dlt Deterc:> D IO <) 0 miniatio Probac::, [> k> <> 0 b111stio 




The realization of any branch leading 1nto the node causes the node to be realizedo ~he time of realization is ~ --r-the smallest of the completion times of the activities leading into the Inolus1ve-Or nod®o 
fhe node will be realiz\ed only if all tt1e branches leading into the node are realizado The time of realization is the ll£irgest ot th® oompletio11 timos of the activitie~ leading into the And node. 
All ~rnnohas ~manating from the node are taken if th® nod® is rsalized 9 that 1s, all br~nohes emanating from this node have a probability of loO of bei~ taken 1t th® nod® i~ ~eali~®do 
Probab111stia: At moat one branch emanating f~om the node is taken if the node 1s realized. 
' .. · . 
::., 
' 





In order to apply GERT, the system or process.in which the 
problem exists must be converted into a model in stochastic network form. 
The data, needed to describe the branches, must then be collected. Once 
the network has been described, the GERT analytical technique may be 
applied as demonstrated in Pri tsker ( 9). The result of the GERT analysis 
is both tpe probability that a node is realized and the conditional 
moment generating function of the elapsed time required to traverse 
between any two nodes. ~ One area of GERT which has yet· to be developed is 
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Chapter II 
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
6. 
One of the problems which has plagued the development of the GERT 
") 
technique is the determination of confidence limits for the elapsed 
time output from the G~T analysis. Although the moment generating 
I 
function of the elapsed time uniquely defines the output distribution, 
Whitehouse (15,p.63) says that "the mathematical techniques involved are 
beyond the mathematical sophist~cati .. on of the normal user of GERT: The 
technique involved are those of complex contour.integration which uses 
• 
the theory of residues." This method is further hindered by the i,ormally 
complicated moment generating functions which the GERT output provides 
(see appendi~ A). 
r 
Since it is desired that· the normal user of GERT be able to set 
confidence limits on the network results, Whitehouse (15) discusses the 
possibility of creating the output distribution by using Pearson Curves 
or the Gram-Charlier Series which are based on the £irst four moments of 
the distribution. 
• 
Another alternative to the analytical determination of the output 
distribution is the method of simulation. Simulation, which is based on 
the theory of statistical sampling, was fiJlft investigated for possible 




,, equations. "One of the simplest and most p~werful applications of this 
idea, which they christened 'Monte Carlo', was the evaluation of multi-
dimensional integrals'' (14,p.2). 
The techJli.que of simulation has been accepted as a valid technique 
f 













simulation, however, is often questioned.. The problem arises in the 
modeling of the problem to be simulated. If the problem is complex, it 
is difficult, if not impossible, to describe the situation completely in 
a mathematical form. ....... If the mod~l ignores some of the factor effects in 
the problem, the validity of the results are questionable. 
In the simulation of GERT networks the validity of'' the model is still 
always questionable. The technique of simulation is, however, only 
used as a substitute for the GERT analytical algorithm ,'~d the output 
from the simulation is regarded as a sample drawn from the output distri-
bution of a GERT network. If this sample is large enough the parameters 
,v 
and shape of the distribution can ~e accurately estimated according to 
sampl.ing theory. 
To further the investigation in this area, McDonald (8) developed a 
GERT network simulator. This generalized computer program, written in the 
Fortran language, is user-oriented and gives as output a Criticality Index 
(8,p.63) for the nodes and a histogram with the mean and variance of the 
distribution of elapsed time to rea.ch any or all of four nodes to be 
chosen by the user. McDonald used his simulation program to analyze the 
. ' qutput distribution for PERT networks. His main interest was in testing 
the normality assumption for PERT networks. He found that, although PERT 
tended to give an optimistic estimate of time to complete the network, 
"the PBRT~assumption of normalJy distributed network realization times 
utilizing the approximation formula for mean and variance does hold for 
. 
the network analyzed (8,p.64)." Investigations into the output distribu-








This thesis will provide another step in the research into the 
output distributions of GERT networks. The investigation will concentrate 
on networks containing only Exclusive-Or Probabilistic nodes. The 
objective of this paper is to select a network under the above condi.tions 
----~ 
which might represent a number of practical situations and then 
determine the output distribution of this network by simulation. This 
distribution would then be examined to see if it might be described in 
, 
terms of any of the known statistical distributions so that the confidence 
limits might easily be found from the moment generating function. If this 
is possible the confidence limits could be set with the output of the GERT 
analysis. 
Since any network form actually represents many different networks ~ 
depending on the time and probability parameters used to describe the 
network branches, it is assumed that the output distribution will vary 
as these parameters are varied. This paper will attempt to develop rules 
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9. 
• The choice of a network to be investigated in this thesis was the 
first important step. The first requirement was that the network form 
be general enough to apply to many different problems. The second was 
that the problem type be such that GERT alone would be applicable as an 
analytical technique. 
The problem area chosen was that of Testing-and Repair which was 
mentioned earlier as an area where GERT networks with feedback loops 
, 
would be applicable. One type of problem in this area is that of 
" 
testing real-time computer programs. A program being written for a 
real-time computer system must go through many different levels of 
testing. At each level, if the program is found not to function properly, 
it is corrected and returned to one of the previous levels for retesting. 
This type of situation is ideal for applying GERT feedback loops. Anothe~ 
posiible application in this area is in product design. When developing 
a product, one idea may be followed up to the point when it is realized 
· that the method chosen is wrong. The original idea .must be changed or 
replaced and the project returned to some earlier stage of development. 't 
',>. 
In gen~ral any process, ·which follows a set procedure and where there is / 
~a chance that at certain points the process will have to return to some 
earlier point in the procedure, can be modeled into this type of network 
' form. In all these possible problems, the desired result from the GERT 








The network form chosen to represent this type of problem is 
shown in Figure 1. All the nodes are Exclusive-Or Probabilistic and 
all branches except those going to the next step in the process are .... 
10. ,~, 
directed to one of the nodes earlier in the process than the one from which 
they emanate. 
1respecti vely. 
Nodes 1 and 9 are the beginning and terminating nodes, ' 
. ~ As stated before, this net~ork form represents many different,net-
t} works depending on the probabilities and distribution of traversal time 
assigned to each branch. The network form has been solved analytically 
in Appendix A in terms of branch probabilities and the moment generating 
functions of the distributions of traversal times for the branches. This I' 
solution is also general and only need be supplied with probabilities and s 
Ji. moment generating functions to apply to a specific network. This network ~ 
. f "' form was the model which was simulated for this investigation • .... 
.t In GERT networks any distribution of traversal times can be assumed 
,:or a branch and all branches may have different kinds of distributions. 
For the purpose of this investigation, only four of the most common ones 
were used. They were: Exponential; Normal; Recta~gular Discrete; and 
Constant. These four were considered a sufficiently representative 
sample of possible distributions because ~hey have been found to represent I 
a large percentage of real-life situations. The use of these distribu-
tions will be discussed later when the computer program is presented. 
-{ The Simulatiop Program 
The computer program used to simulate the above model was largely ,,....... 
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basis for the program used here with some extensive_changes in order 
to make it specifically applicable only to the network form with which· 
f· ' this .paper deals._ The changes also reduced the size of the program 
and therefore reduced the computer time needed to simulate any specific 
network. The program was written in Fortran and·was run on an IBM 360 
Model 40 computer under a Disk Operating System (DOS). 
The MAIN program is specific to the network form with which this 
p~per is concerned and, therefore, is iotally different from McDonald's 
generaliz~d maip program. It also 
s:peci~l subrouiine for scheduling 
~ ~I 
computer run time was saved. 
eliminates the need for having a 
nodes. This is where most of the 
• 
The MAIN program reads in the descriptions of the branches with one 
card for each branch plus one car~to initialize the random number 
generator and inform the program of the number of runs through the 
network to be executed during the simulation. A sample of the input 
data is shown in Figure 2 where only the quantities underlined are Ill 
I actually read into the program. The column headed Prob. is the 
probability that that branch will be taken, given that the node from 
which it emanates has been realized. The other headings will be explained 
when the function subprogram DIST is discussed • 
. After the program has been initialized the MAIN program simply 
tollows through the network, collecting data on the nodes and branches 
as well as recording elapsed time. It calls the appropriate sub-
.. 
' 
routines as it goes through the network and prints a Criticality Index 













SIMULATION INPUT DATA 
\ 
~ 
l~ode i !~ode • Branch Prob. Dist. Mean Variance J 
1 2 1 1,00 
'* oo.o 




-~.: 3, .30 10.0 5.00 
:·)· 4: 4 .70 oo.o 
-
~-/ 
4. 3 5 .17 2 10.0 4.00 
-
·4: 5 6 .83 L oo.o 
.# 
·_-; 
,5 4 7 .25 2 7.0 4.00 
-
.. 5- 3· :8: 
.15 l 10.0 
- • 
5.·: 2 9 .15~ 15.·o 7.00 
"' 
; 
6 :·5 . 10 ,45 oo.o 
. 6 ·:5 11 .25 5.0 
··6· ... '1 12 .75 oo.o 
:7. 
·.5.: 13 .10 20.0 4.00 
7. :6 14 .50 l 21.0 
-
'l' ', '8· 15 .40 00.0 
,g.· 
·7 
' 16 .20 2 8.0 3.00 
-
8 6 : 17 .15 l 10.1 
-








•• _,. - ' ... "' - ...... ~" ••• ,. -.,-, ,.,,, •• ,.,..,, •••. '. '' '· ,•_" 1 .. -..,,.' ,,.,, .• , ' '-'.,· ,.- • 
·. 14. 
Criticality Index gives the average number of'times that a node has 
been realized or a branch traversed during passage through the net-
work. The p~ogram then calls the HIST subroutine to continue the 
calculations. . ' ? . The flow diagram and computer listing of\_Jthe MAIN pr<?-
gram is shown in Appendix.B, Figures Bl and B2. 
' Subroutine HI-ST calculates the first four moments about the mean 
' for the distribution of elapsed times collected in the simulation. It 
then prints the moments, a histogram of the output distribution and the 
maximum, minimum, and range of the histogram. The only differences 
between this subroutine and the one used by McDonald are that his only 
calculated the first two moments instead or· the first four and the 
placement of the intervals for the histogram was changed. The reasons / 
,..., 
,-for these changes will be explained later. 
~ 
The flow diagram and the 
computer listing of subroutine HIST is shown in Appendix B, Figures BJ 
and B4. 
The function subprogram DIST takes care of drawing random variates 
~ 
.from the. fou.r differe~t types of distributions, available to the program. 
· Each of these distributions has a code number which is used in the 
\ program 1:or identif'ication. These code·· numbers are imput to the program 


















The Exponential random variates are generated from the 
equation: 
DIST = - MEAN • ln( X) 
15. 
where MEAN is the mean of the distribution and Xis a uniformly 
distributed random variable between zero and one. Since the natural 
logarithm is negative between zero and one, this equation will always 
give a positive value. If a branch has the exponential distribution, 
the information is input to the program as shown for branch 8.in 
Figure 2 with the column for variance left blank • ... 
The Normal random variates are generated from a pseudo-random 
~ 
number generator. The equation u~ed is as follows: 
DIST• (VAR}~(-2•ln(tJ.))t C0S(2•1f •X2)tMEAN 
where V.Mt is the variance and MEAN is the mean of the distribution and 
X1 and X2 are random numbers bet-ween zero and one. The ratio v.A!d-/MEAN 
should be kept small so that the chance of negative values will be 
small. An example of the input for a branch having the normal dis-
tribution is branch 5 in Figure 2. 
The random variates frq~ the Rectangular Discrete distribution are 
generated from--the equation: 
DIST'• INT(Bi-(A - B) ·X) 
where A and B are the bounds of the distribution and X is a random 
variable between zero and one. The INT means that the result is con-
verted to an integer after the computation is complete. An example of 
input for a branch with this type of distribution is branch 9 in Figure 2 




The value of the Constant Distribution is found from the 
formula: 
DIST : VAL 
s 
where VAL is the constant read into the program for a branch. An 
example of input for a branch with a constant value is branch 11 in 
Figure 2. The constant value is placed in the column under Mean and 
the column under Variance is left blank. 
l;, 
Function subprogram DIST is practically the same as that used 
by McDonald except that the Beta distribution which is used in PERT 
networks.has been deleted. The flow diagram and computer listing is 
shown in Appendix B, Figures B5 and B6. 
16. 
The function subprogr~m RAND supplies the program with uniform 
random variates between zero and one. Since these random numbers are 
used at each branch point to decide the branch to be taken as well as 
to determine.the Qranch values in DIS'f, it is extr~mely important to . 
the simulation. If the numbers are not random, the whole simulation 
will be invalid. The method used here is that of Power Residue as 
discussed in IBM Manual C20-8011. This particular routine is specific 
to the IBM System/360 and will produce 229 numbers before repeating. 
Since the method of random number generation is machine dependent, the 
method used here is different from McDonald's. A computer listing of 
RAND is shown in Appendix B, Figure B7. 
~ '· In general the program is simple and may be altered to fit any 
situation desired. In order to simulate another network form only the 













other than the terminating node are desired,· a few alterations in the 
·, 
main program will make it possible. Even though the program is not 
generalized in the sense that McDonald's is, it is relatively flexible 
.. 
,!· 
within its limited application area. ·---
. Procedure 
'\ 
When the simulation program had been tested and debugged, the 
.. 
following procedures were used to investigate the GERT output 
distributions. 
First the networks to be simulated were chosen. Since the output 
distributions were completely unpredictable, the first networks 
..['I 
simulated were relatively simple. These were ones with all branch 
traversal times constant. The complexity of- the networks was continually 
R ~ increased until the networks were made up of branches with different 
distributions with different distribution parameters. The branch 
' 
... probabilities were also varied from a random selection to hand-picked. 
selections for some complicated networks. 
Th·e length of the simulation runs was generally determined by the 
resulting histograms._ Since it was-, expected that the resulting dis-
'· tributions would be unimodal and well behacved. the simulations were run , 
a minimum of 750 times through the network and as many times more as 
was needed to make the distribution unimodal. The maximum ever used was 
·2000 i tera ti on& A histogram was considered uni.moda~ if all the 
intervals containing 5% or more of the sample points from the simula-


















In order to determine the type of theoretical distribution.which 
o. 
might fit the data collected.from the simulation, a method using 
,• 
parameters B1 and B2 from the Pearson-Type Curves (5,p.470) was applied. 
These parameters were calculated from the first four moments of the 
histogram as follows: 
•· "l. B = u2/u3 
1 3 2 
B = u /u2 





where Ui is the ith moment about the mean. These parameters were used 
to help select a possible ~heoretical ~istribution. This topic will be 
· discussed when the experimental results are presented. 
The fi tti·ng of the type of curve selected will also be deferred 
until the results are presented. The method ·used was the Chi-square 
(Goodness of Fit) test. This test can be applied to comparisons of 
expected and real values where the intervals contain at least five or< 
..... 
more sample points. 
. .. ·~· 
. i; 
.•· 




Chapter IV \ 
. EXPERIMEllTAL RESULTS 
The resulting histograms obtained.from the network simulations 
all seemed to have the same characteristic shape. This general shape 
seeme~ to be independent of branch probabilities and distributions of 
branch traversal times associated with ?DY particular network. For 
the case of a relatively simple network, the data are shown in 
.,', 
·Figure 3A and the output histogram in Figure 3B. A more complex situa-
tion is shown in Figur-tls 4A and 4B. Figures 5A and 5B give the data 
and histogram for a third networ~ which was one of the most complex 
• . . Here the \ranch traversal times were a \ 
I 
/ 
allowed. ·dj/stributions. For ---these and the other / 
( , 
of the ones simulated. 
combination of all the 
9 networks which were 
characteristic shape. 
simulated, the output histograms, had the same 
A sample of the other networks simulated will 
be found in Appendix C. 
Because there is always a minimum time to complete any particular 
network and because this time varies according to the branch traversal 
times .for the branches on the direct path through the network, the 
histogram for a particular network will start to the right of the 
origin a dist~nce .~qual to the m:nimum possible ~twork completion 
·time. An exaggerated case of this is shown in Figure 6B for the data 
in Figure 6A. Here the minimum network comp~etion time has been set 
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·~ Figure 3A 
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Experimental Chi-square 12 • 2 
.. 
Theoretical Chi-square 
at 5% confidence and . 
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. • • . .. 1 I I I I I . I ..... . - .. 
••• l ••• I 
1080 1288 1496 2120 Elapsed Time 
. ·..:.,~-- ~. ~. ,;,f~~;,.. ,- ·,. _. -~ .. -'..,. 
----------------------............... ~~~ 
... 
. ,, ·)•• 
t-·' ··• 22 • 
'\ Figure 4A 
SIMULATION !~PUT DATA 
~ode i l~ode j Branch Prob. Dist. Mean Variance 
1 2 l 1.00 o.oo 
:.2. 3· .2· 1.00 2 15.61 4.00 . 
-
' 
;.J 2--: 3 .10 2 8.77 4.00 
-
• 
3· 4 4 .90 2 23.54 4.00 .. 
-
,. 




-4: 5 6 • 78· .2 23.00 4.00 ...
-
5 4 7· .24 2 21.28 4.00 -
' 
-
5 3 :$· .28 2 24.96 4.00 
-
~ 
5 2 -9:: .11 2 9,57 4.00 
-~ 
r 5 6 10 .37 10.79 4.00 ... 2 
-
•• 




. 6 .. ·. 7 1.~ .37 2 \ 19..Sl 4.00 
-
fl 5 ·13· .09 2 20.74 4.00 •. 
-
r:l 6· 14 .10 2 11.75 4.00 . 
-
,: ~ 




' 8 7 16 .07 2 13.06 4.00 
-
, 
8 6 17 ,51 2 14.28 4.00 
-
8 9 18 .lt_2 o.oo 
fl: 
v 
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' MEAN 1146 09 •, ! 
VARIANCE 1']~98618. 0 
Experimental Chi-square 13 I 3 
•,;'.., Theoretical Chi-square •' 
at 5% confidence and . 
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SIMULATION I~PUT DATA 
I • 




!~ode i l~ode j Branch _Prob. Dist. Mean Variance 
• 1 2 1 1.00 o.oo 
2 3 2 1.00 o.oo 
• 3. 2. 3 .JO 10.00 5.00 
.3 4, 
-4 .70 /J: o.oo 
,j! ~ 
/4 :3, ·,: .17 2 10.00 4.00 
-
4 .. -; 6 
.83 it o.oo . . 
\. :5 4 ·7 .25 2 7.00 4.00 
-
5 .3 8 .15 1 10.00 •', 
-
·,5.: ·2 . ,•• 
·9 .15 15.00 7.00 
·5·· 6 10 
.45 0.00 
.6 :; ll .25 5.00 
' 
6 1· l.2 .75 o.oo .. ·, 
7 ., ...... 13 .10 20.00 4.00 
7· 6 14. .50 1 21.00 . 
-
7 g: :l.;5 .40 O.OG 
. 8 ·7 . 16 .20 7 8.00 3.00 
-


















































































































VARIANCE 9509 ft 39 
Experimental Chi-square 9,0 
Theoretical Chi-square 
at 5% confidence and . 
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SIMULATION Il~PUT DATA 
,: 
~ode i ~ode J Branch· Prob, Dist. Mean Variance 
l 2 1 1.00 o.oo 
t. 2 3 2 1.00 90.00 
.3: 2: 
.3 .• 20· 1 50.00 
-
.3 ·4· . 4.. .80 20.00 
. 
. .. 
' 4 J -5 .20 2 50.00 7.00 ...___.,. 
-
4 . . :~ .6 .80 90.00 
'5- 4 7 .o, 
~0.00 20.00 
.; .. -. ·,, 
-5: 
.3 g .05 50.00 30.00 
:,· 2 ,9: 
.10 2 50.00 20.00 
-
·5. -:6: l.0: .80 90.00 
:6 5 11 . .20 1 50.00 
-
:6 :7 
.12: .BO ii: 90.00 , 
7· 
' 
:l.3: .10 ~ 50.00 10.00 /:,.[ 
.• 
7 :6· 14 .10 2 50.00 49.00 
-
·7 8 15 .BO 90.00 
:s 




.10 l 50.00 
-
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Because McDonald, in his·original program, calculated the 
histogram intervals starting at the origin, the histograms tended to 
be compressed if they did not start close to the origin. If the 
histogram had a high minimum value the range which the histogram had 
. . 
..... to cover was significantly increased and the histogram intervals had 
28. 
to be made correspondingly large. These large intervals did not give 
as clear a representation of the output distribution as was desired. 
A second problem caused by starting the histogram at the origin 
was that often the first interval would have a low number of points 
because the beginning of the interval did not coincide with the 
minimum value of the experimental data. To correct these problems the 
program was altered in subroutine HIST to start all histograms with 
the lowest experimental value. The resulting histogram from the data 
in Figu.I'e 6A then turned out as shown in Figure 6C instead of 
Figure 6B. 
The next problem was to determine if one of the generally 
accep~ed theoretical distributions could be used to represent the 
simulated output histograms~ if Al though the shape of the histograms 
suggested the Exponential distribution, some formal indication of the 
type of distribution was desired. To accomplish this, Pearson's ~ 
Criteria for choice of distribution curves (5,p •. 470, Tables: X,XI) 
was used. A statistic J was computed from the following formula: 
J = 3B1 - 2B2 t 6 
.. 
where B1 and B2 are the Pearson parameters mentioned earlier. The 
.. 
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MEAN 879! 9155 .. 
~ VARIANCE 145885 06 . • 
Experimental Chi-square 21 I 0 
Theoretical Chi-square 
at 5% confidence and . 
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' \and B2 were always positive. According to Fry (5,p.470) if J 
is equal to zero and B1 is positive, the most likely .distribution is 
a Pearson Type III curve which is one of exponential form. Since 
J did not vary significantly from zero at the five percent level of 
confidence and 16 degrees of freedom (t = 1.44), the data were 
fitted to the Exponential distribution. The suitability of this 
choice was reinforced by the fact that the standard deviationsof the 
histograms were not significant~y different from the means of the 
histograms. after the means had been adjusted for the transposition of 
the histograms by subtracting the smallest sample value. 
The above significance test was conducted as follows on the. 
statistic L: J-
L = Mean .- (Standard Deviation - Minimum Value 
-
and assuming that L-0 as a null/1iypothesis. Using a sample of eleven 
L's and the common significance test based on the t-distribution, the 
t value came out to be -0.1152 which is not significant at the 10% 
level and 10 degrees of freedom. Therefore the null hyposthesis was 
accepted. 
The facts which these tests revealed were helpful in two areas 
of this inve~tigation. The first, as mentioned above, was that it 
seemed to indicate the Exponential distribution as a possible fit for 
the experimental data. The second was that thi·s fact could be used 
to estimate the position of the distribution from the GERT analytical 
results. Since GERT gives the moments as output, the equation given 
above can be used t~stima.te the minimum distribution value which 
-
• 
can be assumed to be the left-hand boundary of the distribution. Before 
I' 





this discussion can be carried any further, the results of the 
• 
distribution selection must be discussed. 
When the .output histograms were tested against the Exponential 
distribution,- a GE 225 computer was·used to do the calculations. The 
program was written in Fortran and is shown in Figure 7. The inputs 
to the program were the minimum value, the interval size and the 
adjusted mean of the histogram as well as the number of passes through 
the network per simulation. The experimental values were also inputs 
of the _program. The program calculated the expected values for the 
histogram intervals from the formula: 
F = e-AX 
-which represents the cululative distribution function for the 
( 
Exponential distribution •. The A is the reciprocal of the mean and 
Xis the displacement along the time axis from the origin. The 
program then performed a Chi-square test on the data for as many ,.., 
intervals as possible. As was noted earlier, the intervals on the 
right hand· side of the histogram which fell' beyond the first interval 
with less than five sample points were combined into one interval for 
the purpose of the Chi-square test. Because of th·e number of 
intervals and hence the degrees used in the tests varied from one 
test to another, it is difficult to compare the results. In all 
cases the tests confirmed that the experimental data fit the 
Exponential distribution at the 5% level of confidence. The Chi-
square test statistic is included in all the figures of histograms 
in this paper along with the 5% Chi-square .value for the number of 
degrees of freedom associated with that particular test. 
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.. -Since it has been shown that the Exponential distribution can 
be used to represent the output distribution for the GERT analysis ~ 
'.33. 
of a specific but typical network form, it is now possible to set 
confidence limits on the GERT analytical results by use of the first 
two moments. If GERT is used to analyze a network of the form 
investigated in this pa-per, the following predictions can be made: 
(a) The shape of the distribution of network completion times 
will be that of the Exponential distribution. The 
location of the distribution will have been transposed 
ti 
to the right an amount equal to the difference between the 
mean and the standard deviation obtained from-the ;;.-, 
"'' 
~ analytical moments of the GERT analysis. The amount ( 
'the dist!ibution is transposed represents the shortest 
network completion time. 
(b) Given that the output distribution can be represented by 
the Exponential distribution, confidence limits can be 
set in the following manner. First, since the mean and 
standard deviation of the Exponential are the same, the· 
square root of the second moment about the mean may be 
used as the distribution parameter. Second, in order to 
' . 
find the network completion time which will be exceeded 
only a fraction Alpha of the time, the following relation-
ship which is partly derived from the cumulative distribu-




X =.-Mean x ln(Alpha)-Displacement 
where A is the value sought, Mean is the parameter of 
the Exponential distribution, Alpha is the probability 
' described above, and the Displacement is the amount 
that the distribution is transposed to the right of 
the origin. 
I 
As an example of how the above cOnclusions may be applied to an 
., 
· ~ctual situation, suppose that for a network of the form investigated 
I' 
in this paper, the GERT analytical algorithm provides a mean of 
10.0 and a standard deviation of 6.o~ The output distribution is 
then assumed to be an Exponentia'l transposed (10.0 - 6.0) or four 
units to the right of the origin. The distribution parameter is 
equal to 6.o. From the formula givenin conclusion B the time above 
which there is only a five percent chance of having the network 
completion time fall is. 
x •-6.o x ln( .05) +4.0 
r--.X. 6.o x 2.99 + 4.0 = 21.95 · / 
This result means that at a confidence level of 95%, the network 
completion time will not exceed 21.95. 
··~ 





SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER STUDY 
Although this thesis has accomplished all the jectives set 
35. 
forth in the statement of the problem, th,is r~search has only scratched 
the surface of all that is needed to make GERT~ practical tool for 
the Industrial Engineer. Three suggestions .for further study in the 
area with which this thesis is concerned are as follows: 
1. The results of this thesis must be validated against 
actual situations which may be characterized within 
the network form used in this investigation. 
2. There is a great need for further investigation 
J. 
,,.al into the output' distr~butions of GERT networks. Not 
only must other network forms containing only 
Exclusive-Or nodes be investigated but also those 
containing the other logical nodes. 
'i 
An investigation should be launched into whether 
it would be more practical always to simulate GERT 
~- networks rather than solve them vi th the GERT ·· 
analytical algorithm. If they were simulated, the 
confidence limits could be set firectly from the 







This_ appendix will show only the procedure for solving GERT 
networks. In order to understand the theory supporting this method, 
one of the GERT source documents (9,10,11,14) should be consulted. 
The network form with which this thesis is concerned will be used as 
an example. 
36. 
Once the problem has been converted into network form and all the 
, 
necessary data collected to describe the bra~ches, the GERT analytical 
algorithm may be applied.· The n~twork is drawn as ·shown in Figure Al 
with each branch numbered. The beginning and terminating nodes are 
connected by an additional branch A. 
Associated with each branch is what is called a w~function. The 
w-function, 
-
consists of the product of the moment generating function for the branch 
and the probability of taking the branch, given that the emanating node 
. 
. . is realized. Using these w-functions, .the network is solved by the 
use of the topological equation for closed networks: 
H( s) • 1 - Z' Z. (-1) j Li( j) - 0 for all s j i . 
where Li( j) is the loop product of j -nontouching loops, and j is 
called the order of the loop. "A loop is defined as a sequence of 
. branches such that every node is common to two and only two branches 































































every other node. A loop of-order n is a set of n disjointed first-
order loops" (9,p.26). The first-, second-, and third-order loops 
. 
for the example are listed in Table Al. After the topological 
equation has been applied, the result can be solved for wE(s), the 
I) 
' 
equivalent w-function, which is equal to 1/wA(s) •. wA(s) is thew-
38. 
~ function for the branch ad~ed in order to close the network. 
·-' 
The equivale~t w-function for the network, wE(s), is the basic 
result of the GERT algorithm. The form of this result may be seen 
r 
in Figure A4. This form is the general solution for the network. 
To apply this result to a specific network in this form, one must 
only insert the appropriate w-functions into the solution. 
Once the ~quivalent w-function has been determined, the GERT out-
put may be extracted easily. In order~to get the probability of a 
node being'realized, one must only substitutes= 0 into the equivalent 
w-function for that node. To get the expected time to realize a 
node, one must di.fferenti\te wE( s) with respect to s, set s equal to 
zero and divide by wE(O), the probability of the node being realized. 
For the nth moment about zero, wE( s) .. is differentiated n times before 















(sum of all second-order loops) -
( sum of all third-order loops)) • 0 
Solve this equation for wE( s) "'= 1/wA ( s) • 
"'\. 
· wl0wl2wl3+~12wl5wl7+w2w4w6w9) - · 
"_) ( sum of all second-order loops) -















I APPEJiDIX B 
FLOW DIAGRAMS Af'4D COMPUTER LISTI!~GS OF SIMULATlO!~ PROGRAM 
This appehdix gives the flow diagrams and computer listings for 
the simulation program used in this thesis. Since the program is 
relatively short and not very complex, only generalized flow diagrams 
have been included. The computer listings are well documented with 



















~ 1LOW DIAGRAM FOR MAIN PROGRAM 
es 
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--, c·- -~ :-·· · · G E R 1 N E Y \,- O R < S I ~ UL A T 1 0 N F O R A S P E C I F I C N E T W O R K .. 
f G . 10 EE USf·D T~ J\JVESTlGATE. OlJ1PUT DISTRia3UTIONS, 
--- c------- ---··-;;· -·-
~ CO~!V·fN STAT[400QJ,IX,.~~N 
~\: -· -··--- - . - D I M f: r ·· S I O ~ X ~ 0 D E [ j O l , 8 [ 2 0 , 4 l 
D I M t: t ~ S I O N 8 .~ t 1 8 l 
··~'-·t;,·------ --· . - . .. .. .. - .. -·---. -· -· - --- ·- .. -··· .. :~~-- - --- ·-- ---- ',c' •• , • .c -··-":-·'--·:. --··· -·-- ,:-~- .c.. . ·- .• -. · .... _ 
C INITIALIZE 
-- . c-· .. -- --- --. -- ----- -. 
IPRT=3 -
.. ,. -- . -- -·- -·. . --- I R D = :1 
~N=. ~210 
--···-'· ~--'-·· 1 · READ CI Ro·, 10 0 J -I-~ ~-Ns IM--------.. -·-·.· ... ···--. -·:·•,---~--~.---f: --i::··:._ ·-:-·, :--~..:-::·._ :...:. :-
~ ' 100 FORMAT[I10,I4l 
-· -~-_, -~- ~"- - . - . I F [ I X J 3 3 ~< , 3 3 3 , 2 2 2 . 
222 DO 111 I=1,1B 
.. ..; ... 
• 
"'-~C..-----·· 111 f: R ( l ) = 0 , 0 ·-
X : R A ~- D ( R ~, l 
______ .. ____ -- DO 1 G 1 I :: 1 , ~ S I M---- --- -·· - - -- .,.-_.-_ .. , "'· :----.. -------""""-----,-.....c. __ , -~ -·-- -- -· -- .... _ , .. ·-· - ·-.. ,---}: --·-
. - C 
1 0 1 S T 1~ T t I l = 0 • 0 
DO 102 Ir:1,lO 
102 XNOD~[I]= o~o 





r'" , • 
- -·- C ... --- -- .. -· . __ -· - - - - . - ····-' " - .·~ :-. ~ . : - ·-.-~· . ~ .. ;' -· :~ --
DO 10'5 l=1,lS 
· _.;_, __ -------· ---- -R Et, D C I RD , 1 O 3 l 13 [ I , 1 J , B ( I , 2 l , 8 [ I , J l , 8 t I , 4 l 
WRITE(IPRT,104] 8Cl,1},8[I,2l,Btl,3);Bct,4] 
-_. ___ -- -1 0 3 F O R M A T [ 1 0 X , 2 ~ 1 0 , 2 , F 5 • 0 , 5 X , F 5 , 0 l 
104 FORMATt1H ,lOX,2r10,2, F5,0,5X,F5,2' 
------·-105··· CONT I NUE - . -- - - -- --- .. - - ··- -- ---·-----··--· ··--. -- ;_- ' -.·•-:--:--: ... ,.- .... -· -,":""'" ·- -· . -~ - - - - ·- -- - -
C 
--- -c----- --- ·- --S I M U l- AT I O N 3 : G I N S H E R E ;,,.., .... . ;,,,: . "'"' 
C 
., -- ~ --- -- - -- DO 9 0 O I = 1 , ~ S I M 
TNOW;Q,O . 
- ----·--·-"·----- TN Ow= TN OW + --DIST [ 8 [ 1 • 1 l , 8 [ 1_-. 2 r·, Br 1,· 3 ! J ------ - __ .;._ ____ -. -··ea··. ··-· '.,,, __ ,_ .. ___ , --'--- .. - ""' ..... ·-·"" 
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~. APPENDIX C 
In this appendix is a collection of some of the input data and 
output histograms which were simulated but were not shown in the 
main body of the thesis. 
' ,.. 
.J 














. ;,, .. 
-,,. 
SIMULATION INPUT DATA 
Node • Node • Branch Prob • Dist. Mean Variance 1 J 
1 2 1 1.00 4 o.oo 
-
2 .3 2 1.00 1 7.00 
-
i 
,.3, :-z 3. 





·4. 3 4. 90 1 7 .00 II ; • :., i. 
4 3 . .5: 22 .l 7.00 .. • 
:-
:4 '$'. 6: • 78 1 7 .00 
-
5.=· ·4 7 • 24 1 7 .00 
-
5... "3 8. • 28 1 7.00 .:-
·-
5 ·,z \ 9 11 t 7.00 • 
-
.. 
5. 6 i:o:: • 37 1 7.00 • 
-
6· .5 il, 
~.;. ~ >~ 
' • 
63 1 7 .00, 
-
,;. 
:"\: 6-: 7" 12 .37 l 7.00 
,,., ,J 
~ 
·7 5:. 13:: .09 1 7.00 v'· 
-
---
'7 6 14 10 1 7 .oo 





81 l 7.00 
8 .J Lo .07 1 7 .oo 
.8 6.: 17 • 51 l· 7 .oo 
-
·a 9: :·is, .42 4 7.00 










- " " ~ •. ·• '··--' ~,..,,._ ·••• .,,, ... - ... ~._,,, .,, ...... ~ "' ""• •,•.n~I ,,,.....,.., ....• ,.. •.t • .c_ .. :,ii"··,._ ,. 



















































Experimental Chi-square 15,43 
Theoretical Chi-square 
at 5% confidence and 












.; .. ::· 
5·4:. 
t. 
,s:rMULATION INPUT DATA 
Node • Node • Branch Prob. Dist. Mean Varfance ]_ J 
1 2 1 1.00 4 0.00 ... 
-





10 1 7.00 
-
3 




:) .. 5 • 22 2 7 .00 4.00 
-
.... 
·4 6- ._ ... 5 .78 2 7 .oo 4.00 . 
-




'· .· 3· ·8· .28 2 7.00 4.00 
·-
5· ·2 ·-·. 9 
• 11 1 7 .oo 
-
5 6 ·J:.O: • 37 2. 7 .oo 4.00 
-
,,.. 
6 5 .. 11 . ' . • 63 :1 7.00 
-
6 7 1;2_ .37 l 7 .oo 
-
7 5· l.'3 .09 ·2- 7 .oo 4.00 .. . · .. 
. ·-·. 
.,/ 
7 6 ·14. 
• 
10 :1 7 .00 
·-
' 7 8·- 15:, • 81 l 7 .oo 
·-f 
·--· 
8. 7 •, .· i6 .07 1 7 .oo 
-
:5 6 1·1· .51 2 7 .oo 4.00 
-
:8 ' ' t. .: 9 1.'8. • 42 4 0.00 . ' . 
-
./ 
. ;, . ··\; 
'' ' i. 
·:;· ·; 











































































256 488 720 952 1184 
Elapsed Time 
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at 5% confidence and 
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Node • Node • 1 J 
.. 
'" 1 / 2 
2, 3 
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5: 2: . ~ .· 
5: :6 . 
. ' 
6 .s 
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10. 21 4.00 







































































































at 5% confidence and 
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SIMULATION INPtrr DATA 
. 
Node • Node • Branch Prob . Dist. Mean Variance 1. J 
1 2 1 • 1.00 4 0.00 
-
:2 3 2 1.00 4 o.oo 
' 
-
3· : . .2 3 .25 4 5.00 
-
' 









4· 5 '.6 .60 4 0.00 
-
-
·5 ·:4. 7 .25 4, 7.00 
-
5 3 8 .30 4 .. 8.00 
-
5 2 .. :9 .05 ,4 1.00 
-
10 . 40 4 0.00 
-




12 • 90 4. 0.00 
-
7 '5 13. .40 ·4 3.00 
-
7 '6 t·4 .: : . ' .20 4 11.00 
-
>. 
7 :s 15 .40 4 o.oo 
- 1 
.8 ·7 '16 .15 4 6.00 ..... ,. 
-
:s 6 17 .40 4 4.00 
-


















































































' ,. Experimental Chi-square 
Theoretical Chi-square 
at 5% confidence and 
































-6:0 .•. .... 
·: .\·. 





Node • Node • Branch Prob. Dist. Mean Variance 1 J 
. 
" 
1 2 1 1.00 4 0.00 ·~-",I 
-
2 3 2 1.00 4 1.00 
..... 
-
:_3 :;2: 3 .20 1 50.00 l 
-
~-




.J 5 .20 2 50.00 7.00 .. :,~ . ' 
-
·,. 
·.6 4. 5 • 80 4 1.00 
-
s . .4 ·7 
.05 3 50.00 20.00 
-
_.5; 
.. 3 :8 .05 J 50.00 30.00 
-
·s .. ··.2 9: 
.10 2 50.00 20.00 
-· 
~ 
·5 :6 10 . 80 4 1.00 
--· 
I'-
6 '5 11 .20 1 50.00 
-
~.-: 
"6 7 1.2. . 80 4 1.00 
-
.A-" 
7 .5 13 .10 3 50.00 10.00 
-
7. ... : :6:. 14 .10 2 50.00 49.00 
-
.. 








·6 -. 17' .10 1 50.00 .. 
-
I 
, . / 
\ 



































































































Experimental Chi-square 9.7 < 
~ Theoretical' Chi-square 
at 5% confidence and . 
11 degrees of 


















Figure C6A . i . 
. ..,_ 
SIMULATION INPUT DATA 
Node • Node • Branch Prob. Dist. Mean Variance 1 J 
"'" 
1 2 1 1.00 4 0.00 
-
2 3 2 1.00 4 1.00 
-
'1 ~ 2 .10 1 50.00 .. 3-. : . ·. 
-
.1 3·· .. • 
·4 .4 • 90 4 1.00 
-
4. 3- 5 .15 2 50_.oo 7.00 
-
-·4 . . 5· 6 • 85 4 1.00 
·y'. 
-




: .. 3 a .05 3 50.00 30.00 
-
:s .2' 9: .50 2 50.00 20.00 
-




• 10 1 
...;;. 50.00 ;r-
·6-.. :-7 1:2 • 90 4 1.00 
.-.· 
7 5 13 .10 3.' 
--
50.00 10.00 
7 6 14 .10 2 50.00 49.00 .. 
-
7: 8 -15 .85 4 1.00 
-
a: t ~- 1-6. .10 1 50 .. 00 .. , . · ... ·. 
r 
. 
s· 6. 17 .10 1 50.00 
-
.-a -~9 ·18 • 80 4 0.00 
-
.. 
:: : -.') 
:·~ ": 



















































































" MEAN 190.08 •· . 
VARIANCE 40777,89 
' 
Experimental Chi-~quare 11. 17 
Theoretical Chi-square 
at 5% confidence and . 
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